
TRAVEL LESSONS Lesson 5.6 In the City: Visiting the Local Pub

Visiting the Local Pub

地元のパブを訪れる

Section 1: Dialogue   (  セクション      1  ：対話  )

Please read the following dialogue between Satoshi, who is a costumer in pub and the bartender.

Bartender: Welcome to our local pub sir. Interested in drinking anything specific tonight?

Satoshi: Good evening to you too. Is there anything you can recommend?

Bartender: We can offer you our most popular drinks, Mazama and Tabasco’s Spicy Tequila.

Satoshi: Are those peppery flavored drinks?

Bartender: Yes they are. Our regular customers here treat drinking like a challenge.

Satoshi: Umm… I think I’ll have a mild drink instead.

Bartender: Are cream drinks okay?

Satoshi: I’d like to try that.

Bartender: One rose tequila coming up.
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Section 2: Useful Expressions   (  セクション      2  ：便利な表現  )

Please take note of the following useful expressions:

1. May I please make an order?
2. May I have the check please?
3. May I have the menu?
4. What would you recommend?
5. What is the specialty for today?

Section 3: Vocabulary Words and Expressions   (  セクション      3  ：単語や表現  )

Please read the vocabulary word/expression with its definition and sample sentence.

Vocabulary/Expression Definition Sample Sentence
specific
[spi-sif-ik]
adjective

-clear, set , exact
-a special kind

It is important to take the specific 
amount of medicine.

popular
[pop-yuh-ler]
Adjective

-most well known, favored, 
most loved

Richard Gere is a popular actor.

tequila
[tuh-kee-luh]
noun

-a strong liquor or alcoholic 
drink from Mexico

Tequila is served during parties or in 
bars.

peppery
[pep-uh-ree]
adjective

-spicy, hot Tabasco Hot Sauce has a peppery 
flavor.

regular
[reg-yuh-ler]
Adjective

-usual, normal, always 
happens

Please follow the regular format or 
writing for the report tomorrow.

mild
[mahyld]
adjective

-gentle, not strong Babies need to use mild soap and 
shampoo for their baths.

Section 4: Completing the Conversation Exercise   (  セクション      4  ：会話の練習  )

Please complete the dialogue using the words from the box below.

Bartender: Welcome to our local pub sir. Interested in drinking anything specific tonight?

Satoshi: Good evening to you too. Is there anything you can recommend?

Bartender: We can offer you our most _________drinks, Mazama and Tabasco’s Spicy 
___________.
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Satoshi: Are those _________ flavored drinks?

Bartender: Yes they are. Our ________customers here treat drinking like a challenge.

Satoshi: Umm… I think I’ll have a __________ drink instead.

Bartender: Are brewed drinks okay?

Satoshi: I’d like to try that.

Bartender: One beer coming up.

mild                    popular            regular                peppery              tequila                      
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